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May 19, 2005 LBNL{56862UCB{PTH{05/01hep-ph/0501181January 2005Baryon heliity in B deayMahiko SuzukiDepartment of Physis and Lawrene Berkeley National LaboratoryUniversity of California, Berkeley, California 94720(May 19, 2005)AbstratThe unexpetedly large transverse polarization measured in the deay B !�K� poses the question whether it is aounted for as a strong interatione�et or possibly points to a hidden nonstandard weak interation. We ex-tend here the perturbative argument to the heliity struture of the two-bodybaryoni deay and disuss qualitatively on how the baryoni B deay modesmight help us in understanding the issue raised by B ! �K�. We �nd amongothers that the heliity +1/2 amplitude dominates to the leading order in theB (bq) deay and that unlike the B ! V V deay the dominant amplitude issensitive to the right-handed b! s urrent, if any, in the penguin interation.PACS number(s):13.25.Hw,14.65.Fy,12.15.-y
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I. INTRODUCTIONIn the two-body B deay into light vetor-mesons, the vetor mesons should polarizelongitudinally aording to the simple 1=mB power ounting in the perturbative piture.The measured values of the longitudinal deay fration fL are lose to unity for the ��modes [1{3℄ in good agreement with this theoretial predition. Quantitatively more reliablealulation an be made for D�� with the heavy-quark symmetry and the experimental valueof fL ' 0:9 [4℄ agrees with theory [5℄. However, this simple predition unexpetedly brokedown for the deay B ! �K�. The value of fL turned out to be approximately 0.5 forB ! �K�0; fL = ( 0:43� 0:09� 0:04 [6℄;0:52� 0:07� 0:02 [7℄: (1)The observed value for the harged mode �K�+ is onsistent with them; fL = 0:46 �0:12 � 0:03 [2℄. As for the �+K�0 modes, the situation is inonlusive at present sine thenumbers given by BaBar and Belle Collaborations are not perfetly onsistent with eahother; 0:79� 0:08� 0:04� 0:02 [8℄ vs 0:50� 0:19+0:05�0:07 [9℄.Dominane of the longitudinal heliity is a diret onsequene of the fat that the weakand strong fores are both mediated by gauge interations, that is, hirality-onservingvetor-axial-vetor interations. The longitudinal dominane should hold for all types ofthe deay interation, either the tree or the penguin type, of the standard model. In thelimit that the light quark (u; d; s) masses are zero and the valene qq are ollinear insidefast mesons, the longitudinal fration fL would be unity for all of ��, �K� and �K�. Thedi�erene between the s-quark in �K� and the u=d-quark in �� should not be important ifthe strong interation is stritly perturbative exept at hadron formation.There are two oneivable origins of the large transverse polarization in B ! �K�. The�rst one is breakdown of short-distane QCD dominane. That is, the strong interationsat long and/or intermediate distanes may be somehow enhaned and ause heliity ip ofquarks. For instane, if on-shell harm-antiharmmeson intermediate states are important inthe deay B ! �K�, spins of slow harmed hadrons ould ip with long-distane interationsand this e�et would propagate into the light mesons in the �nal state [10℄. But our limitedknowledge of dynamial parameters of the harm hadron setor makes a reliable estimatediÆult. Another proposal has been made from the perturbative side: It was argued [11℄that soft ollinear quarks and gluons an enhane the annihilation deay proess, whihwould be otherwise subleading in 1=mB. Although the spin ip ost another 1=mB, thesoft-ollinear loop orretions in the annihilation deay might generate signi�ant heliityip in the ase of �K� [12℄. While one an parametrize suh an e�et, numerial estimate issubjet to the unertainty in the infrared and ollinear uto�. Yet another proposal is thatthe olor-dipole deay operators may be nonperturbatively enhaned to generate a largetransverse polarization [13℄. Many di�erent proposals are being made to point to possiblesoures and mehanisms of the long-distane interations responsible for the large transversepolarization of �K�. However, it is not lear at present whether any of these proposals willreally explain it as a strong interation e�et.If the origin is not in strong interation, a nonstandard deay interation must be re-sponsible. Is there a new deay interation whose hirality struture is di�erent from the2



standard gauge interation ? The ase for suh a new deay interation is severely on-strained. Fist of all, a new interation must be of the salar-pseudosalar or the tensortype.1 It should ouple preferentially with the s-quark if the problem exists only in �K�,not in �K�. Furthermore the oupling should not have the quark-mass suppression mq=mWunlike the standard Higgs oupling. While the possibility of the tensor weak oupling waspointed out [14℄, it is yet to �nd a way to inorporate suh an ad ho interation in theontext of the eletroweak gauge theory.The fundamental issue is whether the breakdown of the heliity rule is due to failure ofthe perturbative piture or to a new weak interation. If nonperturbative strong interationsare responsible, how and where do they enter the deay proesses? In addition to the pursuitfrom the theoretial side, more experimental information will help in reahing the root ofthe problem. Study of the deay B ! V (1�)T (2+) suh as B ! K�f2 and �K2 will beuseful for this purpose. Indeed the �rst rude measurement of polarization has been madefor the latter [15℄. We all attention here usefulness or relevane of the two-body baryondeays to the issue raised by the two-body meson modes. For instane, if large long-distanephysis enters B ! �K� through the soft ollinear orretions to the annihilation proess,the violation of the heliity rule would smaller in the orresponding baryoni deay modessine the annihilation deay is suppressed more severely for the baryoni deays than forthe mesoni deays. As for the exoti deay interation, one advantage of the baryonideay over the mesoni deay is that the dominant heliity amplitude is sensitive to theright-handed urrent. The heliity rule in the baryon-pair modes was disussed in an earlypaper by K�orner [16℄. He studied the baryoni deays with the tree interation of V � Ausing dynamial models for additional qq emission. Now the penguin interation is of ourprimary onern beause of the �K� puzzle. We distinguish between the two proesses hereand present the results in a way relevant to the urrent issue of the �K� polarization.In the ase of B ! V V , separation of the deay amplitudes into opposite-sign heliitiesh = �1 requires measurement of the s=p-wave interferene between the resonant V V and thenonresonant V PP bakground [17℄ or a three-body deay orrelation for some modes [18℄or else the angular orrelation between deay produts of di�erent parents [19℄. In ontrast,the heliity amplitudes of h = �12 in the baryoni deay an be easily separated with theangular analysis of a single hyperon in the �nal state if the deay violates parity. It isdone as part of hyperon identi�ation. Although the branhing frations of the baryon-pairmodes are small aording to early indiations [20℄, the simpliity in analysis will work toour advantage and allow us to aomplish the goal with muh smaller samples of data onthe baryoni modes.The paper is organized as follows: After a brief review of the perturbative heliity sele-tion rule for B ! V V and its omparison with the data in Setion II, we disuss the heliityrule for the baryon-antibaryon pair modes in Setion III. In Setion IV we disuss how toextrat heliity information from measurement and then selet the baryoni modes that areuseful for our purpose. We will not attempt detailed dynamial omputation of the baryonideay amplitudes sine despite numerous theoretial e�orts over years [21,22℄ the results are1The S-P interation arising from Fierz rearrangement of the penguin operators does not solvethe problem. 3



numerially less reliable for the baryoni modes than for B ! V V . Instead we quote onlysemiquantitative estimates whih are based primarily on simple perturbative dynamis andsymmetry, not on the spei� form fators or the value of �s. Suh rude estimates are ingood agreement with experiment for B ! V V other than �K� and �K�. In Setion V, wesummarize our results and disuss prospets in theory and experiment.II. PERTURBATIVE COUNTING RULE FOR MESON PAIRSThe perturbative heliity rule in B deay is based on two fats of the standard model.First, the weak and strong interations are both gauge interations so that, whenever a lightquark pair is produed, its hirality is given by qRqR or qLqL, not qRqL nor qLqR.2 Theenergeti quarks may be produed either diretly by the deay interation or through thehard gluon interation. The quark hirality does not hange by emission nor absorption ofhard gluons. Seondly, �nal hadron states are formed in the leading order by superpositionof valene quarks with the light-one wavefuntions. Therefore, heliity of a fast hadron isdetermined by heliities of its energeti onstituents, qq for mesons and qqq for baryons. Theterms negleted in this approximation are of higher orders in 1=mB or of higher-twist on-tributions in terms of the wavefuntions and e�etive operators. Breakdown of the heliitypredition therefore means that some long and/or intermediate distane strong interationis enhaned to overome the power suppression of 1=mB.Under these onditions the hiral ontent of the energeti quarks produed in the �nalstate of B ! V V is: � (qLqs)(qLqL) or (qLqs)(qRqR); (2)where q stands for the quark state of u; d; s; , the subsript of qs stands for the \spetator".It is understood that the olors are saturated appropriately. By parity invariane, qs hasequal probabilities of spin up and down. The hiral ontent of Eq. (2) would not hange inthe limit of mq ! 0 and mV ! 0 even after any number of hard QCD interatons may takeplae. Eq. (2) gives the hiral ontent of the valene quarks/antiquarks of V V not only forthe spetator deay proesses but also for the annihilation and exhange deay proesses.To derive the heliity rule, onsider the deay,B(bqs)! V1(qq) + V2(qqs): (3)If qL and qL y in parallel to form one vetor meson, this meson V1 (qLqL) is in the heliitystate of h = 0. In the other meson V2, the qLqs pair alone an make h = 0 or +1 sine thespin of qs an point to either diretion. But requirement of the overall Jz = 0 fores the V2heliity to h = 0 in this ase. (See the �rst �gure in Fig.1.) The same argument holds inthe ase of V1(qRqR).2In the perturbative power ounting, the light-quark-pair prodution through the olor-magnetideay operator / bR���G��qL piks up O(1=mB) through the light quark pair produtionqL���G��qR + (R$ L). 4



FIG. 1. The heliities of quarks and antiquarks in B ! V V for ! qLqL + qLqs (the upper�gure) and for ! qLqR + qRqs (the lower �gure). The solid arrows indiate the quark-numberdiretions, and the large open arrows stand for the dominant heliities. The two-end open arrowis for qs.Alternatively, if qR and qL try to form V1, heliity of V1 (qLqR) is in h = +1, But heliityof V2 (qRqs) an be only h = 0 or �1, not +1 (the seond �gure in Fig.1). This onitswith Jz = 0. Therefore one onludes that the only allowed heliity state is the longitudinal(h = 0) state for V1V2. The kinematial orretions to this rule arise in O(1=mB) from thetransverse motion of qq inside a meson and the nonvanishing quark masses. Computation ofthese higher-twist terms an be arried out for B ! V V by the QCD fatorization method.In the ase that one of the �nal mesons is a harmed meson, the form fator an be omputedreliably with the heavy quark symmetry. In the ase of light meson pairs, �nal results involvelarger unertainties due to the light-one wavefuntions and the value of �s. Without goingthrough this omputation, however, a reasonable order-of-magnitude estimate an be madeas we shall do below.The h = +1 amplitude is realized by the small wrong heliity omponent of qL in V1when qLqL form V1 as qL(xp)(1 � i2)qL((1 � x)p) and the right-hiral omponent of qsombines qL to form V2 as qL���qs. For the h = �1 amplitude, the wrong heliity omponentis needed for qL in V1 and also for qL in V2. Aording to the hiral projetion of the planeDira wave, the wrong heliity omponent is suppressed by mq=(Ek + jkj). The transversemotion of qq inside a meson also ats as an e�etive quark mass under the longitudinalLorentz transformation. Consequently the e�et of the internal motion on the heliity anbe inorporated by replaing the (urrent) quark mass mq with the transverse quark massmT = qm2q + k2T . We are thus led to the well-known hierarhy of the heliity amplitudesHhh for B ! V1(ph)V2(�ph) [5,25℄;3����H++H00 ���� ' ����H��H++ ���� ' � mTEk + jkj�; (mT � Ek); (4)where the braket h i denotes the average over the quark momentum with the light-onewavefuntion. It is a reasonable approximation to set mT ' 12mV for the light mesonsor a little more aurately mT ' q23 � 12mV by taking aount of hk2T i = 23hk2i. WithhEki � 12EV � 14mB, Eq. (4) is a ounting rule in 1=mB based on kinematis. It applies to3Interhange as H++ $ H�� for the B(bq) deay.5



deay amplitudes of a given deay operator. A total amplitude may be sum of terms fromdi�erent operators in general. Instead of going through detailed dynamial alulation, weproeed here with a semiquantitative estimate. Let us substitute jkj with its peak value ofdistribution 12 jpj. Then we obtain with Eq. (4) the magnitude of the longitudinal frationfL � jH00j2=Ph jHhhj2 as fL ' ( 0:98 � 0:99 (��, �K�);0:96 ( �K�): : (5)If the ontribution of the end points of the wavefuntions is enhaned, these numbers andeviate more from unity. They are in line with measurement for the tree-dominated ��,o� by two standard deviations or more on the larger side for the penguin-dominated �K�,and learly far too large for �K� whih is expeted to be almost purely a penguin deay.4If a longitudinal heliity amplitude onsists of more than one term and large anellationours between di�erent terms, the ratio of the transverse-to-longitudinal amplitude ouldbe enhaned. We would need suppression of fator �ve for H00 to explain fL ' 0:5 for �K�by suh anellation, whih would translate to suppression of the �K� branhing fration bya fator of 25 relative to the ase without anellation. The observed values of the penguindeay branhing frations are not by order-of-magnitude o� the onventional theoretialestimate. Therefore, it is not easy to attribute the observed large transverse polarizationpartiularly in �K� to a strong suppression of the dominant longitudinal amplitude byanellation:It is tempting to attribute the large transverse polarization of �K� to a new interationof an unonventional hiral struture hidden in the penguin loop. However, as long as thestrong interation dynamis is of short distanes, the right-hand weak urrent would notsolve the problem. Beause the only di�erene of the right-handed weak interation fromthe left-handed weak interation is to interhange H++ $ H�� in Eq.(4). To violate theheliity seletion rule of Eq. (4), suh a new interation must emit a quark pair throughthe S-T -P interation, qRqL � qLqR, instead of V -A interation, qRqR � qLqL. The e�etiveS-T -P interation from the Fierz-rearrangement of the left-right urrent interation doesnot help sine the heliity argument at the beginning of this Setion an be made equallywell for the interation prior to the Fierz rearrangement. Beause the oeÆients of S-T -Pare �xed in suh a ase so that only H00 survives after the S-T -P ontributions are summedover. Furthermore, if one has to explain that the transverse polarization is more pronounedin �K� than in �K�, the new interation should a�et more strongly on s-quark than onu=d-quark. The Higgs interation indeed follows suh a oupling pattern, but the magnitudeof the standard Higgs oupling is far too small to be relevant.4The same estimate leads to fL ' 0:92 � 0:93 for D��. This number inludes the -quark masse�et (with the onstituent mass m ' 1:7 GeV) in the left-hiral -quark state in D�. The valueof fL does not deviate muh from unity sine it is the wrong heliity of uL=dL in � not of L inD� that is needed to realize h = +1 for this tree-deay proess. It is in reasonable agreement withexperiment, 0:890 � 0:018 � 0:016(D�0�+) and 0:885 � 0:016 � 0:012(D���+) [23℄.6



III. BARYON-ANTIBARYON MODESWhen a baryon-antibaryon pair BB is produed in B deay with the four-quark deayinteration, an additional pair of qRqR or qLqL must be produed through strong intera-tion. Sine our interest is to test the perturbative piture of the heliity struture for theBB modes, we onsider the ase where the gluon produing the qq pair is hard and highlyvirtual as muh as pq2 = 13mB on average. This osts �s suppression, whih is unavoid-able and ommon to all perturbative BB prodution. K�orner notied [16℄ that in the treeinteration of V �A, heliity mismath ours when the hard quark-antiquarks enter BB asvalenes diretly from the primary deay interation. He derived seletion rules assumingno subsequent hard bend of the primary momenta. The heliity mismath does not ourfor the penguin interation sine it ontains (V � A)(V + A). One a hard gluon emissionis onsidered, however, the tree deay proess an be saved from the heliity onit undera ertain irumstane: Imagine that the hard gluon emission reverses the primary quarkmomentum and takes away one unit of heliity. In this ase the primary quark (or antiquark)momenta need not be parallel at the time of emission from the weak interation. Then theseletion rule of [16℄ is evaded. A loser inspetion of the matrix element proves that thetree-deay amplitudes are indeed allowed even in the massless quark limit when a virtualgluon gives a hard bakward kik to one of the primary quarks.In our leading-order proess all quark-antiquarks arry robust momenta exept for thespetator, while in K�orner's piture the qq pair produed by a gluon is likely to be muhsofter. It is a dynamial question whih proess is more important to the atual baryonideay modes through the tree proess; the �s suppression versus (m=E� the tail of the quarkdistribution in the baryon). The purpose of our paper is to derive and test the perturbativeheliity rule for BB as an extension of the heliity rule in B ! V V . Therefore we assumethe perturbative piture and proeed to study the m=E expansion here.Let us move to our argument. In the simple perturbative piture, three quarks y in onediretion and turn into valene quarks of a baryon while three antiquarks y to the oppositediretion and turn into valene antiquarks of an antibaryon. We derive the heliity seletionrule on the same assumptions as in B ! V V . The hiral ontent of quarks and antiquarksis any one of the following three possibilities;8><>: (qLqs)(qLqL)(qLqL) � � � (A);(qLqs)(qLqL)(qRqR) � � � (B);(qLqs)(qRqR)(qRqR) � � � (C); (6)where olors are saturated separately among qqq and among qqq. In the standard model, the(qRqR) pair an ome only from the gluon interation. Therefore, the �nal quark state (A)and (B) are produed by either the tree or the penguin interation, but the state (C) anbe realized only by the penguin interation. In these �nal states the antibaryon heliity antake the value of h = +32 [qLqLqL of (A)℄, h = +12 [qLqRqL of (B)℄ or �12 [qLqRqR of (C)℄. Theheliity of the baryon (qsqq) must math the antibaryon heliity to satisfy the overall Jz = 0ondition. The mathing is possible only in the ase of h = +12 from (B) sine h = �32 or�12 for qsqLqL of (A), h = �12 or +12 for qsqRqL of (B), and h = 32 or 12 for qsqRqR of (C).This heliity mathing is shown in Table I and depited in Fig.2. It is easy to understandwhy neither the ase (A) nor (C) an satisfy Jz = 0: When two pairs of quark-antiquark7



TABLE I. Leading heliity states of the baryon and the antibaryon whih are realized by threelasses of quark ontents (A, B, C). Only +12 (in boldfae) of the olumn B is ompatible withJz = 0.Hadrons A B CAntibaryon +32(qLqLqL) +12(qLqRqL) �12(qLqRqR)Baryon �12 ;�32(qsqLqL) +12 ;�12(qsqRqL) +32 ;+12 (qsqRqR)qLqLqLqL (or qRqRqRqR) y bak to bak, they are in the state of Jz = �2 (or +2) along thebaryon momentum. Then the remaining pair qLqs has no way to turn total Jz to zero.
AntibaryonBaryonFIG. 2. The dominant heliities of quarks and antiquarks (qLqRqs + qLqRqL) in B ! BB forthe lass (B). The open arrows indiate the heliity diretions.When the mass and transverse momentum orretions are inluded, the state of h = �12is allowed for (B) with the small h = �12 omponent of qL and for (C) with that of qR. Thestate of h = +32 requires two small omponents and the state of h = �32 needs three smallomponents. In terms of the heliity amplitudes Hhh for B ! B(ph)B(�ph), therefore, weexpet most generally the hierarhy of����H� 12� 12H+ 12+ 12 ���� � ����H+ 32+ 32H� 12� 12 ���� � ����H� 32� 32H+ 32+ 32 ���� � � mTEk + jkj�; (7)where mT =(Ek+ jkj)� 1. For the B (bqs) deay, the dominant heliity amplitude is H� 12� 12and the hierarhy similar to Eq. (7) holds with interhange of Hhh $ H�h�h. We havetabulated in Table II this heliity suppression for the amplitudes in eah lass (A � C) ofEq. (6).The amplitude of our primary interest is H� 12� 12 sine we an deparate H+ 32+ 32 fromH� 32� 32 only in B ! 
B�. (See Setion IV.) Sine the h = �12 state an be realized by thesmall wrong heliity of either of two qL's for (B), we may inlude this multipliity fator inthe ratio H� 12� 12 =H+ 12+ 12 ; ����H� 12� 12H+ 12+ 12 ���� � 2� mTEk + jkj�: (8)The approximation of mT � Ep is a little less aurate for baryons than for vetor-mesonssine there are three valenes instead of two and therefore the valenes are slightly lessenergeti.The fration of the heliity ontentf+ � jH+ 12+ 12 j2jH+ 12+ 12 j2 + jH� 12� 12 j2 (9)8



TABLE II. The heliity fators for the amplitudes Hhh for a given deay operator in the threelasses A � C of the �nal quark states. Here s � hmT =(Ek+ jkj)i is the heliity suppression fator.TheH+ 12+ 12 amplitude of B is the dominant heliity amplitude. The relative normalization betweendi�erent lasses depends on dynamis as well as on the Wilson oeÆients and the CKM-fators.JP of BB h of Hhh A B C12+ 12+ +12 4s2 2 4s�12 2s2 �4s 4s12+ 32+; 32+ 12+ 12 2p2s2 p2 2p2s�12 �p2s2 2p2s �2p2s32+ 32+ 32 s2 3s2 �3s212 2s2 1 2s�12 s2 �2s 2s�32 �s3 �3s3 3s3for B ! BB of JP = 12+ an be estimated with Eq. (8) when one of the tree or the penguinoperators dominates. Following the approximation made in B ! V V , we substitute athird of the baryon/antibaryon momentum for the valene momentum k and set mT =q23 � 13mbaryon. For the kinematis of the mode B ! �p, for example, we �ndf+ � 0:89: (penguin) (10)This is a ball-park �gure for all BB modes. It should be reminded again that this is thenumber when a single deay operator dominates. If the dominant H+ 12+ 12 amplitude onsistsof more than one term and large anellation ours among them, the value of f+ an besmaller. However, if a large anellation ours within the H+ 12+ 12 amplitude, its branhingfration would be abnormally small. Considering the small branhing frations of the BBmodes in general, we will not be able to observe suh abnormally suppressed BB modes inthe near future.If the b-quark should deay into qR through the right-handed urrent in either the penguinor the tree proess, the H� 12� 12 amplitude would dominate in suh a proess aording tothe argument above. In the baryoni deay, therefore, the hirality of the weak urrentmanifests itself diretly in the dominant heliity amplitude. In ontrast, the hirality of theurrent a�ets only the subdominant heliity amplitudes in the two-body meson deays.IV. BARYONIC DECAY MODES OF INTERESTWhen the baryon (antibaryon) deays by strong interations, the angular orrelation ofthe deay produts with the baryon momentum annot distinguish between heliity h and�h sine the orrelation takes the same form for h = �1 by parity onservation. Thismay look potentially a serious obstale for arrying out the heliity test for the BB modes.Fortunately, however, hyperons deay through parity-violating weak interations and theparity violation an separate between heliity �h and allow us to determine f+ with arelatively small number of events. 9



Let us take for onreteness the deay B ! �p again and hoose � as the spin analyzer.The deay proess is B ! �(p)+p(�p)& p(q) + �+(�q); (11)where q is the deay momentum of p in the rest frame of �. Then the deay angulardistribution is given by d2�d
pd os �q = �08� (1 + ~�� os �q); (12)where �q is the polar angle of q with respet to � momentum p. It is easy to show that theasymmetry ~�� is expressed with the nonleptoni deay parameter �� and the heliity ratiof+ in the form of ~�� = (2f+ � 1)��: (13)Note that aording to approximate CP invariane in the hyperon deay, �� = ��� holdsto auray of O(10�4) or better.Sine we determine the heliity amplitudes with a parity-violating deay, we shouldhoose B or B from the hyperons or the antihyperons whih deay nonleptonially withlarge parity asymmetry. Therefore �, �, �+(! p�0) and their antipartiles are suitable forthe spin analyzer. The baryon or the antibaryon that is not the spin analyzer may be abaryon resonane, though reonstrution with too many partles will degrade auray off+.The observation of the large transverse polarization in B ! �K� points to the penguinproess b ! sss as a primary suspet. When an additional ss pair is reated by a gluonin b ! sss, the �nal quark state an end up in 
�. Sine the ss from the additional pairy bak to bak in 
�, this must be a hard QCD proess. Sine this deay asades downto six hadrons (p��p�K), however, it will not be one of the easiest modes to reonstrut.In omparison the deay �� an be more easily studied. This deay ours through either\b ! sss (penguin) + uu(dd)" or \b ! uus (CKM-suppressed tree) + ss". Sine the treeproess is strongly suppressed by the CKM-fators just as in �K�, it is safe to assume thatB ! �Y (Y = �;�) is dominated by the penguin proess b! sss.We thus expet that the mode B ! �Y is the most suitable baryoni mode to study theissue raised by �K� in the penguin deay. When two nonstrange-quark pairs are emittedin the b ! s penguin proess, the �nal baryon state is Y N . This mode orresponds to�K� of V V . In ontrast to �K� and �K�, the �� mode proeeds mainly through thetree deay b ! uLuLdL + qq sine the penguin proess b ! dL(uu + dd) + qq is downby the loop-suppression in the Wilson oeÆients relative to the tree proess. ThereforeNN is an BB ounterpart of ��. However, this mode is not useful for the polarizationstudy sine we need a hyperon as a spin analyzer. If one goes after the tree deay, analternative is the mode Y Y whih is dominated by the tree deay b ! uLuLdL + ss. Inshort, the strangeness-hanging modes (�S = 1) are dominated by the penguin deay whilethe strangeness-onserving modes are dominantly through the tree proess b! uLuLdL(ss).This observation is not our original, but rather a onsensus among theorists in the reent10



papers on the subjet [22℄. This simple approximation is in line with the limited numerialauray of our semiquantitative analysis.With these remarks in mind, we have seleted the promising baryoni modes and listedin Table III. They are the modes whih require reonstrution of no more than �ve stablepartiles and do not ontain a neutron. We have not listed the modes that ontain �0 sinereonstrution of � is often diÆult. Although the heliity separation is impossible, wehave inluded the pp, p�++ and �0p modes in the Table sine they give us an idea of howlarge the branhing frations of the interesting modes should be. The spin ontent of fastmoving baryons is determined by the Lorentz-boosted valene quark spins, ignoring higherFok states. We an relate the valene quark distributions of the otet and deuplet baryonswith di�erent (I; Y ) by using the onstituent quark model, i.e., spin-avor SU(6) symmetry.Then the baryon deay amplitudes are related to eah other within eah lass (A � C) tothe leading order of �s=� for short-distane QCD. In Table III the relative magnitudes ofthe dominant heliity amplitudes H+ 12+ 12 are given within the penguin and the tree deay.Sine long-distane QCD is inluded only in the baryon formation, they are more restritivethan the most general SU(6) symmetry predition.TABLE III. The dominant baryoni deay amplitudes H 12 12 of experimental and theoretialinterest for the penguin proesses (net strangeness hange �S = +1) and the tree proesses(�S = 0). P and T denote the penguin and the tree, respetively.Modes (�S = +1) Penguin (b! sLqq)B0 ! ��p (p6=9)P��0 0���+ �(2p3=9)P�0� (p2=3)P�+�� (5p6=9)PB+ ! �p P��+ 0�+�0 �(2p3=9)P�+� (p2=3)P�0�+ (5p6=9)PModes (�S = 0) Tree (b! uLuLdL)B0 ! pp T��0� �p6T��;���� 0B+ ! p�++ �p6T�0p �p2T��0�+ T��+;�+� 0Apart from the obviously forbidden modes (B 6! �� by isospin), several simple treedeay modes (�S = 0) are absent in the leading order:(i) In the tree proess (�S = 0), suLdL form the antihyperon. Therefore the antihyperonin the �S = 0 proess is hargeless, that is, �� annot be produed.11



(ii) The ud in � is in the spin-zero state and the � spin is arried by the s spin. SineuLdL (h = +1) is in the spin-one state, suLdL annot form �. Therefore the modes �� and��+ are forbidden.The magnitudes of the tree and penguin amplitudes T and P are left as free parametersin Table III. Without breaking up into heliity states, a few brave attempts were made in thepast to ompute the deay rates [21,22℄. While most agree in regard to the tree dominanefor �S = 0 and the penguin dominane for �jSj = 1, the ratio jP=T j2 spreads widely overtwo orders of magnitude depending on the methods and assumptions of alulation (thepole model, the diquark model, the sum rule, et). This large theoretial unertainty is notsurprising sine the baryoni deay rates depend on how the additional qq is reated. Theless-known quark distribution in the baryon ompounds the unertainty, not to mentionthe interferene between the olor-allowed and olor-suppressed amplitudes. We give hereonly a simple order-of-magnitude estimate of jP=T j based on the CKM fators [26℄ and thedominant Wilson oeÆients [27℄. In the standard notation,����PT �����= ����P�jSj=1T�S=0 ����� � 3p6� ����C6C2 �������� V �tbVtsV �ubVud ���� ' 2; (14)where 3p6 omes from our normalization of P and T in Table III.From the viewpoint of branhing frations and simpliity of analysis, the mode B0 ! �pappears to be the most promising among the penguin deays, while the modes ��0Y areinteresting for study of the tree deays. The expeted branhing frations for the �� modesare as high as that of �p. It should be noted that they are the values in the absene oflong-distane QCD orretions and are sensitive to dynamis too. Therefore they shouldnot be taken as reliable preditions for the branhing frations.Although the modes listed as zero in Table III are all forbidden in the leading orderof the perturbative piture, they are allowed if long and/or intermediate distane stronginterations are enhaned or if the higher Fok on�guration turns out to be important.That is, if substantial branhing frations are observed for them in future experiment, wemay ount them as an independent evidene against the perturbative argument. We havealso listed the modes not useful for the heliity analysis, pp, p�++ and �0p, sine these easilyidenti�able modes may give some idea about magnitude of the tree modes of our interest.One major di�erene from the V V modes is that if the penguin deay ontains b! sRqq,this nonstandard interation will manifest itself unambiguously in f+. The ratio of sRqq tosLqq diretly reets on f+ in the BB deays, while only a swith of H++ $ H�� in thesubdominant amplitudes our in the V V modes.V. DISCUSSIONWe have proposed to study the baryoni modes and ollet more information about thesoure of the breakdown of the heliity rule. Sine there have already been several proposalsof possible soures, we omment on what impat the baryoni modes may possibly have onthe issue.If the large transverse polarization of �K� arises from enhanement of the annihilationproess [12℄, the same enhanement is unlikely in the baryoni modes for the following12



reason: The annihilation deay amplitudes for B ! V V are expressed with the vetor-meson form fators in the time-like region in the leading order. They fall o� like 1=q2 atlarge q2 = O(m2B) in perturbative QCD, but the author of Ref. [12℄ suspets that thesoft-ollinear loop orretions enhane the amplitudes numerially and upset the powersuppression of the perturbative power ounting. While the baryon form fators similarlydesribe the annihilation proesses into a baryon pair, they fall o� like 1=q4 in perturbativeounting [24℄. This di�erene in the asymptoti form fators an be traed bak to thedimensions of the meson and baryon wavefuntions. Barring the possibility that the soft-ollinear loops overome one more fator of 1=m2B in rate, the annihilation proess is far lessompetitive in the baryon-antibaryon deay modes. If so, our estimate of f+ � 0:9 in Eq.(10) should hold for most baryoni modes. If experiment disagrees with it, we should lookfor other long-distane e�ets or an exoti deay interation as the ause of breakdown ofthe perturbative heliity rule.If the olor-magneti deay operator of q���qG�� is responsible, as proposed in Ref. [13℄,onversion of the gluon G�� to qq must be enhaned to overome the perturbative powersuppression of mq=pq2 and the neutralization of the olor in qq. Sine the mehanism ofthis soft enhanement has not been demonstrated quantitatively, it is hard to extend theargument to the baryoni modes. Nonetheless, we an argue that suh a nonperturbativeenhanement is highly unlikely in the baryon-antibaryon deays: Sine the qq pair originatingfrom G�� ies bak to bak to form BB, it is hard to avoid the short-distane hiralitysuppression of mq=pq2 � 2mq=mB. We therefore suspet that enhanement of the olormagneti deay does not our in the baryoni modes. We expet that f+ should be around0:9 even if this mehanism should be responsible for the large polarization of V V . If f+deviates largely from unity in BB, a more likely soure would be a large mixture of thehigher Fok on�guration in the baryon omposition.A proposal [14℄ of the e�etive tensor four-quark interation is ad ho but similar to theenhaned olor-gluon deay interation in physial onsequene. Suh an e�etive four-quarkinteration would be suppressed by mq=pq2 in perturbative QCD, if it arises as a short-distane-orreted gauge interation. Unless one goes outside the framework of eletroweakgauge theory, one annot admit a large tensor interation in any known way. If a short-distane tensor interation of light quarks should be relevant (a long shot), it would generatethe H� 12� 12 amplitude in the BB deay without long-distane orretions.If the large transverse polarization originates from the long-distane spin ip in theon-shell harmed hadron intermediate states [10℄, the observed e�et would be net sumover many intermediate hadroni states. We have little reason to believe that a simplerule emerge for baryon heliity in this ase. If the hadron-quark duality holds between theharmed-hadron-pairs and LL, we may be able to make a rude estimate of f+ with thehmT=(Ek + jkj)i fator of the  and -quark. In this ase the values of f+ for di�erentbaryoni deays would be roughly equal to the value of fL(' 0:6) for B ! J= K� [26℄.5If the quark-hadron duality is not appliable, our guess is that the values of f+ would be5In this senario one has to make sure that the ontribution of the on-shell harmed-hardonintermediate states of the Cabbibo-suppressed tree-proess does not disturb fL ' 1 for the V Vmodes suh as ��. 13



statistially random from one baryon mode to another over a wide range entered around0:5.To onlude, measurement of baryon heliity in any single B deay mode will not deideon the soure of the large transverse heliity observed in B ! �K�. Nonetheless, the baryonheliity will be one useful additional piee of information not only to test the proposals sofar made but also to searh for a novel soure yet unknown to us.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis work was supported in part by the Diretor, OÆe of Siene, OÆe of High Energyand Nulear Physis, Division of High Energy Physis, of the U.S. Department Energy underContrat DE-AC03-76SF00098, and in part by the National Siene Foundation under grantPHY-0098840.
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